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NORTHEAST CORNER OF TH SQUARE
Note the old iron pipe hitching rail around
the Square. It was removed in 1923.
Brick streets were installed in 1915.

School Board Election
1859
With the election season upon us, thought you might
enjoy seeing what a school board election in 1859
was handled.
Note that the Directors were Mr. Morse and Mr.
Ranney. Both of these pioneers were involved both in
eary education efforts as well as Underground
Railroad activities.
Does anyone have any information where ‘District 2”
and “the schoolhouse” were?

The Spanish Flu
From the October 11, 1918 Metamora
Herald
From Wikipedia:
The Spanish flu (also known as the 1918 flu
pandemic[2]) was an unusually deadly influenza
pandemic. Lasting from January 1918 to
December 1920, it infected 500 million people—
about a quarter of the world's population at the
time.[1] The death toll is estimated to have been
anywhere from 17 million[3] to 50 million, and
possibly as high as 100 million, making it one of
the deadliest pandemics in human history.[4][5]
To maintain morale, World War I censors
minimized early reports of illness and mortality in
Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and the
United States.[6][failed verification] Newspapers
were free to report the epidemic's effects in
neutral Spain, such as the grave illness of King
Alfonso XIII, and these stories created a false
impression of Spain as especially hard hit.[7] This
gave rise to the pandemic's nickname, "Spanish
flu".[8][9] Historical and epidemiological data are
inadequate to identify with certainty the
pandemic's geographic origin, with varying views
as to the origin.[1]
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